IMPROVE ACCURACY
REAL-TIME INVENTORY CONTROL
DIRECT INTEGRATION
SIMPLIFY WAREHOUSE OPERATIONS

Serialized Inventory Made Easy
ACCU-DART Case Study

NSK America is a distributor of high speed milling and drilling spindles and hand
tools in Illinois. Because each machine/tool required multiple specialized parts,
each unit would not have just one serial number: some of the components inside
the unit would also have a serial number. Therefore a complete unit may have it’s
own serial number and perhaps three components with their own serial numbers
as well. This made it particularly difficult to track item information. NSK America
was unable to meet their customers’ need of getting a list of all component serial
numbers with their orders.
NSK America contacted their Sage Pro ERP reseller – WAC Solution Partners
Midwest, to find a solution to handle their unique inventory control requirements.
They recommended ACCU-DART. WAC Solution Partners has worked with
ACCU-DART many times in the past, and felt that it was a “well-priced, easy to
use” system that is “great to work with”.
ACCU-DART is a real-time inventory control solution, designed to integrate
directly into your ERP system. Using radio-frequency scanner, ACCU-DART
validates and updates item and serial information in real-time, ensuring that the
correct serialized item is being processed at all times. ACCU-DART can also be
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customized to fit your unique needs.
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WAC Solution Partners worked with
“The ACCU-DART system
is easy to use. Its flexibility
allows us to capture master/
component serial numbers and
has virtually eliminated product
shipping errors.”
- NSK America

ACCU-DART to create a custom
solution for NSK America. In this case,
instead of using the ERP system’s
serial number tables – WAC Solution
Partners created a separate serial
number table for both item and
component serial numbers. ACCUDART was customized to look at this
separate table and validate/update

ACCU-DART “met and surpassed”
all of NSK America’s objectives. “We
are now able to scan master serial
numbers and collect component
products. We can also scan master
box and cartons instead of items.
Serial numbers now appear on
packing lists, invoices, and our
custom database.”

the serial numbers in real-time; “in turn
producing a part list with component
and component serial numbers”.
By scanning one serial number, the
component and component serial
number information is automatically
validated. Upon posting, all this
information is updated in the ERP
system (and separate table).

About WAC Solution Partners Midwest

WAC Solution Partners is a Sage Software Authorized Partner offering
business technologies for mid-market companies in the manufacturing,
distribution, service and non-profit industries. We are dedicated to
serving the needs of small and mid-sized businesses across the U.S.
www.wacsolutionpartners.com

About ACCU-DART

Executive Concepts Inc was founded in 1988 and based in Ontario,
Canada. They developed ACCU-DART, a real-time inventory control
solution designed specifically for a customer’s accounting or
inventory system. ACCU-DART’s radio frequency, bar code solution
is designed to leverage the power of your existing system by
providing the warehouse or shop floor with wireless technology. For
more information on ACCU-DART, visit www.accu-dart.com
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